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Par-ky floors, with a 
top layer in real wood,  
are produced in Belgium 
with the utmost care.

MADE IN 
BELGIUM
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Together we choose  
the flooring 

that suits you best

Choose from 21 colours

There’s no accounting for taste. We all have our own 

ideas about trends and colours, and that's what makes 

us so unique. We also often have different tastes 

when it comes to choosing our interior, but thanks 

to our huge range there’s something for everyone. 

Beside the choice from 21 colours, there are also 

different sizes and styles such as pattern floors, pure 

or rustic floors in oak and for those who dare, the 

distinctive floors with exotic wood species. Due to 

the extensive range, Par-ky fits in with any interior, 

from a rural home to a modern house.

This brochure is set to take you on a journey of 

discovery. Be inspired by our wealth of interior tips 

and discover a 'friendly floor' that suits you perfectly!

all technical 
information 
 from page 

40

you will find an overview 
on page 43
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GEOMETRY - CLASS - AUTHENTIC- STYLISH

friendly floors

These wonderful pattern floors might have 
been around for years, but they’re trendier than 

ever. Don't be misled, this trend never goes away. 
Patterns provide a unique touch to your interior, 
and suit both traditional homes such as town 
houses, and ultra-modern interiors. Choose 

from our Twist collection, ideal for large spaces, or 
our brand-new Swing also lending itself perfectly to 
smaller surfaces. What’s more, both collections 

are available in various colours and wood species, 
meaning you’re guaranteed to find a flooring 

that harmonises with your interior.

PATTERN FLOORS 
trendier than 

ever before

PATTERN FLOORS4



DESERT OAK

NEW 
2018
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TEAK
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IVORY OAK

Create charm with 
     natural tones

PATTERN FLOORS

Can also be laid in double  herringbone

Put together your colour palette and decide which tones 
fit in with your interior. Coordinate your flooring with your 
design, that way ensuring an interior exuding peace and 
harmony. The natural tones of wood flooring create an 
unparalleled warmth and charm.

NEW 
2018
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SMOKED WALNUT
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Choose from 5 colours 
in 2 board formats

SMOKED WALNUT

TEAK

Pattern floors are the latest trend in 
interior design, and Par-ky responds to 
this with its innovative veneer floors. 
We combine unique patterns in real 
wood, with the easy installation of 
laminate floors. Our Twist+ collection, 
with integrated cork layer, can be fitted 
in a single or double herringbone and 
even in squares, thanks to the Uniclic® 
system. 

Our brand-new Swing which, with its 
smaller size, is also ideal for smaller 
spaces, makes installing even easier 
thanks to the fold-down click-system 
Unifit X®. 

The pattern calculator helps you 
simplify calculating and installing both 
pattern floors (patterns.par-ky.com). 
You will find laying instructions at 
www.par-ky.be/en/downloads.

PATTERN FLOORS

EUROPEAN OAK

IVORY OAK

DESERT OAK

PATTERN FLOORS
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CLIFFSIDE OAK

NEW 
2018
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BRIGHT - CALM - NEAT - TIMELESS - BEAUTIFUL

friendly floors

If you want to enjoy the most beautiful wood, opt for 
this pure oak. The focus here is on pure, neat quality, 

without any rustic knots. 

The thinner the top layer, the purer the wood, and thus 
our veneer floor with a 0.6 mm top layer is our greatest 
asset. This PREMIUM quality provides you all the beauty 

nature has to offer! 

If you’re looking for a floor with a thicker top layer 
of 2 mm without knots, then the SELECT is definitely 

something for you. 

You will find more information 
on qualities on pages 44-45.

PURE OAKS
Beauty in its 
purest form

PURE OAKS 11



PURE OAKS

IVORY OAK
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DESERT OAK

Large, small, 
wide or narrow?

The size of the space 
determines the size of the floor 
boards. For smaller spaces it is 
best to choose short, narrow 
boards. In large spaces, long 
and wide boards really come 
into their own. The direction 
of the floor boards also have 
an influence. Long boards in a 
room's length direction make 
this space seem even longer.
Thanks to the 9 different floorboard 
sizes, Par-ky offer a solution for 
any interior. More information 
on p 47.

CHOCOLATE OAK
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Tips for 
the baby‘s room

1. Opt for soft tones to calm your baby. A flooring with a light colour such as 
Milk Oak in combination with an accent wall is currently on-trend, and form a 
beautiful combination.

2. Real wood provides extra warmth and cosiness. Thanks to the top layer in 
real wood, Par-ky is an ideal flooring for the baby’s room.

3. Maintenance-friendly and hygienic. Par-ky is finished off with eight layers 
of varnish and the V-grooves are provided with the antibacterial protection 
‘Ultrafresh’ and the Aqua Sealing Complete technology. This means the wood is 
well protected against any little accidents, and our specially developed Park-ky 
Cleaner makes maintenance child’s play.

MILK OAK

finish off perfectly with  

matching Par-ky skirting!
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PURE OAKS

WHITE is always CALMING
NEW 
2018

CRYSTAL OAK
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CANYON OAK

NEW 
2018

Felt on the legs help protect
 

your wood flooring even better.
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PURE OAKS

In harmony with nature

With a harmonious interior, it is vitally important that all 
of the elements in the space coordinate together. 
That’s why you should really think about the use of 
colour and adding furniture and accessories. Try to 
stick with the style you had in mind when starting 
your design. Remain with a certain colour scheme, and 
continue with the design based on this. Thanks to 
Par-ky’s extensive colour range, you’re sure to find a floor 
that suits your style.

the white pores of the cerused w
ood 

make this Canyon Oak a real S
upreme Oak
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PURE OAKS

ANTIQUE OAK
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Choice from 
11 colours

IVORY OAKEUROPEAN OAK

MILK OAKUMBER OAK

MANHATTAN OAKDESERT OAK

CHOCOLATE OAKANTIQUE OAK

CRYSTAL OAK

CANYON OAK

CLIFFSIDE OAK

Trendy Oaks

Supreme Oaks

PURE OAKS
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friendly floors

RUSTIC OAKS 
bring nature

Rustic oak floors are loved for their dazzling character 
and timeless appearance. Knots, clusters, dark grains… these 

are just a few of the natural features that come into 
their own in these floors. The rustic oaks come in two 

varieties: rustic light is somewhat calmer and displays 
fewer pronounced natural features, while the rustic 

intense provides a genuine rural character and reflects 
the wood in all its glory. 

You will find more information on our rustic floors on 
page 45.

Rustic floors suit not only cottages, but are nowadays 
also combined with a modern interior. 

CHARMING - VIBRANT - SPECIAL - STRIKING - NATURAL
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RUSTIC OAKS

HISTORY OAK

NEW 
2018

Aged flooring with open knots  

provides a lot more structure and character
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RUSTIC OAKS

A teenager’s room is a space for living, studying and playing, 
making the choice of interior and flooring extremely 
important. The room has to be functional and the flooring 
must also be able to resist an impact. Since the room is 
used so frequently, something might now and then break 
or come crashing to the floor. Par-ky also has a solution for 
this. Minor scratches can easily be repaired using 
Par-ky repair pens. These pens have been developed for 
each reference, and contain both colour and lacquer. You 
can eliminate the scratch with the colour pen, and the 
lacquer ensures the scratch is covered up. That way you 
prevent dirt from penetrating, and the flooring keeps its 
original beauty for even longer. That means your teenager 
can enjoy their room for longer. Find out more on page 53.
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RUSTIEKE EIKEN

UMBER OAK

There’s nothing greater 
         than being a TEENAGER 
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DESERT OAK
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RUSTIC OAKS 25



RUSTIC OAKS

Tips for your 
  dressing room

Dressing rooms are becoming increasingly popular. 
A walk-in dressing room is than a storage space for 
your clothes, and besides a well-functioning space, 
it’s also important to create a pleasant atmosphere. 
So here are a few tips.

1. Opt for a warm floor, where you can walk in bare feet. 
Par-ky has a top layer in real wood, and thus lends itself 
perfectly to this space.

2. Don’t choose overbearing colours, these won’t bring 
out the best in your clothes. With Par-ky you can choose 
between 21 colours, so there’s definitely something to suit 
your walk-in wardrobe.

3. A dressing room also has to be maintenance friendly 
so that you can easily remove dust. Maintenance is child's 
play with Par-ky, thanks to the 8 strong varnish layers.

4. Don’t forget about the finishing. Opt for matching 
skirtings at the places where your wardrobes stop.

5. Choose natural daylight and make the space seem 
bigger by using light colours and large mirrors.
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IVORY OAK
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EUROPEAN OAK
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Choice from 6 colours

HISTORY OAK

EUROPEAN OAK

DESERT OAK

IVORY OAK

UMBER OAK

MILK OAK

RUSTIC OAKS

Trendy Oaks

Supreme Oaks

RUSTIC OAKS
29



FIERY - UNIQUE - PASSION - POWERFUL

CHARACTER WOODS

friendly floors

Although oak floors remain hugely popular, 
we’re noticing that a lot of people are looking 
for alternatives. Each wood specie has its own 
characteristic feature, which provides variation. Our 

exotic floors are durable, ecological and of a high 
quality, and provide a stylish, on-trend character within 

your home. While exotic wood species are normally 
hugely expensive, Par-ky makes them affordable, 

since we only work with a thin top layer in wood, 
compared with the solid flooring. 

Be enchanted...

CHARACTER WOODS30



BAMBOO STEAMED

Becoming one with nature

we can help on the way !
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AFRORMOSIA

NEW 
2018

Perfect to use in combination  

with underfloor heating.
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CHARACTER WOODS

We can 
take a KNOCK

Par-ky flooring is ultra-strong, thanks to the HDF (high density 
fibreboard) in combination with the 8 ultrastrong layers of lacquer. 
This makes Par-ky more resistant to impacts than solid parquet 
or engineered parquet with a core other than HDF, such as pine. 
Moreover, the thickness of the top layer also plays a part in the floor’s 
strength. The thinner the wood, the better the floor can withstand 
impact. This is because the HDF directly beneath it has a higher density 
than any wood specie.

SHADOW MACASSAR

CHARACTER WOODS 33



TEAK

Matching skirting available  

for the entire range
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Matching skirting available  

for the entire range

JATOBA

ROSEWOOD SANTOS

CHARACTER WOODS 35



SMOKED WALNUT

36



Smoked Walnut now also available 

with a 2mm top layer,  

in both select and rustic gr
ade

SMOKED WALNUT

CHARACTER WOODS

Sealed of Brushed? 

The majority of the floors from the character woods 
collection have a sealed finish. With these, the wood 
pores are filled with varnish. This way, you obtain an 
extremely strong protective layer on the natural wood, 
making your floor resistant to moisture and dirt. 

What's more, we are this year releasing an Afrormosia 
and a Smoked Walnut with 2 mm top layer, which we 
finish brushed. This brushed finish accentuates the 
natural structure of the wood, and allows the grain to 
stand out more. Moreover, these floors are given a mat 
coating, meaning the natural appearance is retained.

NEW 
2018
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COFFEE BEECH

Exclusive
wood species

SMOKED WALNUT

In solid parquet, these wood species 
are expensive and unstable.
In contrast, with its thin top layer  
Par-ky is able to offer a genuine 
wood flooring that’s affordable, stable 
and long-lasting. If you like character, 
you’re sure to find a flooring you’ll fall 
for here.

ROSEWOOD SANTOS

SUCUPIRA

CHARACTER WOODS
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JATOBABAMBOO STEAMED

SUCUPIRA

COFFEE BEECHAFRORMOSIA

CHARACTER WOODS

TEAK SHADOW MACASSAR
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Hygienic
Thanks to the Aqua Sealing Complete system, 
the V-grooves are coloured in and lacquered 
over, protecting from moisture. 
The V-groove is also provided with “Ultrafresh” 
antibacterial protection. This means that 
bacteria will not settle there, and so your floor 
remains not only clean, but also hygienic.
Be sure also to see our adapted cleaners 
for maintaining your Par-ky flooring effectively 
and easily.

Stronger than solid parquet
Par-ky is exceptionally resistant to impacts. The secret lies in its 
well thought-out structure. This is because Par-ky consists of an 
ultra-strong, High Density Fibreboard (or HDF), onto which the 
wood top layer is pressed with the DSI system (Double Sided 
Impregnation). During the pressing process, the glue is pressed 
into the wood as much as possible, until it is saturated. The 
top layer is then finished off with no less than 8 thick varnish 
layers, which are also absorbed by the wood and thus come into 
contact with the glue. In this way, the wood is entirely saturated 
and becomes extremely strong when setting. Thanks to this 
structure, our floors are exceptionally resistant to impacts, and 
are stronger and more stable than solid parquet.

Easy installation
With Par-ky, you enjoy all the practical benefits 
of laminate, without having laminate in your 
home. This is because our floors are equipped 
with the clever Uniclic® and Unifit X® system
for a fast and easy installation. 

A sustainable choice
Par-ky loves wood, so we are very careful how we use this precious, natural 
resource. We optimise the use of this raw material by slicing it into very thin 
flitches instead of using thick lumber boards where most of the wood is 
underutilized. In addition, all our wood comes from sustainable forests.
Nearly one third of the energy that we need for the production of our floors is 
generated by our own solar panels. We also installed 2 wind turbines that provide 
us with extra sustainable energy. We also reduce our waste by collecting sawdust 
and wood chips which can be used as heating fuel during the cold months. Less 
waste, less fuel, fewer emissions. And there's more good news: we are aiming to 
be able to produce on a completely CO2-neutral basis by 2019!
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Par-ky floors guarantee healthy air quality
To finish off our floor boards, we only use water-base stains, glues without VOC 
(Volatile Organic Compounds) and lacquer with a minimum of harmful solvents. 
This makes it scientifically proven that air quality is better where a Par-ky is fitted.  
The HDF layer (High Density Fibreboard) in the middle of our boards is of the highest 
quality. This is why our floors achieve the quality label A, and certain collections even 
an A+.

Real wood
Every Par-ky board is finished off with a top 
layer in real wood. This means you get a 
floor that looks like a solid floor, although at 
affordable prices. Since we use real wood, with 
Par-ky – just like in nature – you won’t find two 
identical boards. What's more, the wood also 
feels pleasantly warm.

That’s why 
  you choose PAR-KY !
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Choose the colour 
that SUITS you best!
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friendly floors

CHOOSE YOUR COLOUR

On this page you will find an 
overview of all of the colours.
You will find more information 
on which colour is possible with 
which style,  floorboard size or 
top layer on page 48-49.

Character Woods

ROSEWOOD SANTOS

AFRORMOSIA COFFEE BEECH

SHADOW MACASSAR

SMOKED WALNUT

TEAK

JATOBABAMBOO STEAMED

SUCUPIRA

UMBER OAK

MANHATTAN OAK

IVORY OAK

DESERT OAK

CHOCOLATE OAK

EUROPEAN OAK

MILK OAK

ANTIQUE OAK

Trendy Oaks

HISTORY OAK

CLIFFSIDE OAK

CANYON OAK

CRYSTAL OAK

Supreme Oaks
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For purchasing high-quality wood, our buyers are constantly on the lookout for the best 
suppliers, to guarantee each floorboard produced meets our strict requirements. Our Pure 
Wood charter furthermore guarantees that all of the wood originates from sustainably 
managed forests. Various aesthetic qualities are possible in our Trendy Oaks range, 
depending on the thickness of the top layer.

For us, purchasing oak responsibly isn’t a trend,  
but has been part of our DNA from the beginning.

CHOOSE THE STYLE

PURE OAKS RUSTIC OAKS
PREMIUM SELECT RUSTIC LIGHT RUSTIC INTENSE

For the ‘Premium’ grade, only the purest 
veneer wood of 0.6 mm is used. These top 
layers are of an exceptionally pure quality, 
providing the most beauty nature has to 

offer.

A 2 mm top layer means a select quality: 
somewhat more natural features of wood, 

a wonderful blend of structures, more 
pronounced wood grains, etc.

Rustic light is a rustic wood flooring with smaller and larger 
knots complementing each other perfectly.

With this intense rustic floor you bring nature 
indoors: the knots and the natural character of the 
wood are striking. The history oak goes even one 
step further. Its open knots and cracks result in a 

character truly intense and marked with age.

top layer  
0.6 mm

top layer  
2 mm

top layer 
 0.6 mm

top layer 
2 mm

top layer  
3.2 mm

top layer 
0.6 mm

top layer 
2 mm

top layer  
3.2 mm

Trendy Oaks
EUROPEAN OAK

IVORY OAK

UMBER OAK Pro 06 Lounge 06 Deluxe+06 Classic 20 Pro 06 Deluxe+06 Classic 20 Elegant 20 Royal+20 Classic 32 Classic 20 Elegant 20 Royal+20 Classic 32

MILK OAK

DESERT OAK

MANHATTAN OAK

ANTIQUE OAK

CHOCOLATE OAK

Supreme Oaks
CRYSTAL OAK

CLIFFSIDE OAK Deluxe+06

CANYON OAK

HISTORY OAK Deluxe+06
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PURE OAKS RUSTIC OAKS
PREMIUM SELECT RUSTIC LIGHT RUSTIC INTENSE

For the ‘Premium’ grade, only the purest 
veneer wood of 0.6 mm is used. These top 
layers are of an exceptionally pure quality, 
providing the most beauty nature has to 

offer.

A 2 mm top layer means a select quality: 
somewhat more natural features of wood, 

a wonderful blend of structures, more 
pronounced wood grains, etc.

Rustic light is a rustic wood flooring with smaller and larger 
knots complementing each other perfectly.

With this intense rustic floor you bring nature 
indoors: the knots and the natural character of the 
wood are striking. The history oak goes even one 
step further. Its open knots and cracks result in a 

character truly intense and marked with age.

top layer  
0.6 mm

top layer  
2 mm

top layer 
 0.6 mm

top layer 
2 mm

top layer  
3.2 mm

top layer 
0.6 mm

top layer 
2 mm

top layer  
3.2 mm

Trendy Oaks
EUROPEAN OAK

IVORY OAK

UMBER OAK Pro 06 Lounge 06 Deluxe+06 Classic 20 Pro 06 Deluxe+06 Classic 20 Elegant 20 Royal+20 Classic 32 Classic 20 Elegant 20 Royal+20 Classic 32

MILK OAK

DESERT OAK

MANHATTAN OAK

ANTIQUE OAK

CHOCOLATE OAK

Supreme Oaks
CRYSTAL OAK

CLIFFSIDE OAK Deluxe+06

CANYON OAK

HISTORY OAK Deluxe+06
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friendly floors Long, wide board ideal  
for large spaces 

the PRO board is 
the ultimate 
alternative to 

laminate:  
wood at the price 

of laminate

new SWING floorboard  
with Unifit X® click

CHOOSE THE FLOORBOARD SIZE

NEW 
2018
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7 board floors

2 pattern floors

HERRINGBONE DOUBLE HERRINGBONE SQUARE

Top layer 0.6 mm

Top layer 0.6 mm

Length 1935 mm (76.2 inch) - Width 150 mm (6 inch) - Thickness 10 mm (3/8 inch)

Length 1185 mm (46.7 inch) - Width 150 mm (6 inch) - Thickness 10 mm (3/8 inch)

Length 1935 mm (76.2inch) - Width 194 mm (7.6 inch) - Thickness 12 mm (1/2 inch)

incl. 
2 mm 
cork

Top layer 2 mm

Length 1184 mm (46.7 inch) - Width 148 mm (6 inch) - Thickness 14 mm (9/16 inch)

Top layer 3.2 mm

Length 1203 mm (47.4 inch) - Width 190 mm (7.5 inch)  - Thickness 7.2 mm (1/4 inch)

Length 1203 mm (47.4 inch) - Width 124 mm (5 inch)  - Thickness 8.3 mm (3/8 inch)

Top layer 0.6 mm

Length 1800 mm (70.9 inch) - Width 166 mm (6.5 inch)  - Thickness 12 mm (1/2 inch)

incl. 
2 mm 
cork

Calculate the space 
patterns.par-ky.com

On this page you will find an overview of all of the 
dimensions and top layers for both the board floors and 
the pattern floors. You will find an overview of which 
colour and style corresponds with which floorboard on 
page 48-49.

Length 595 mm (23.4 inch) - Width 121 mm (4.8 inch) - Thickness 10 mm (3/8 inch)

Length 868.7 mm (34.2 inch) - Width 124.1 mm (5 inch) - Thickness 12 mm (1/2 inch)

incl. 
2 mm 
cork

New! Fold-down possible with Unifit X® 

30% time gain when installing
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BOARDS PATTERN
top layer 0.6 mm top layer 2 mm top layer 3.2 mm top layer 0.6 mm

        

 

FLOOR BOARD

Dimensions 1203 x 190 mm 
(47.4 x 7.5 inch)

1203 x 124 mm 
(47.4 x 5 inch)

1800 x 166 mm 
(70.9 x 6.5 inch)

1185 x 150 mm 
(46.7 x 6 inch)

1935 x 150 mm 
(76.2 x 6 inch)

1935 x 194 mm 
(76.2 x 7.6 inch)

1184 x 148 mm 
(46.7 x 6 inch)

595 x 121 mm 
(23.4 x 4.8 inch)

868,7 x 124,1 mm 
(34.2 x 5 inch)

Thickness 7.2 mm 
(1/4 inch)

8.3 mm 
(3/8 inch)

12 mm 
(1/2 inch)

10 mm 
(3/8 inch)

10 mm 
(3/8 inch)

12 mm 
(1/2 inch)

14 mm 
(9/16 inch)

10 mm 
(3/8 inch)

12 mm 
(1/2 inch)

Click system Uniclic® Uniclic® Uniclic® Uniclic® Uniclic® Uniclic® Uniclic® Unifit X® Uniclic®

BOX
# boards 11 boards 11 boards 7 boards 9 boards 7 boards 6 boards 7 boards 11 boards 9 boards

Surface 2,514 m2 

(27 sq.ft)
1,641 m2 

(18 sq.ft)
2,092 m2 

(23 sq.ft)
1,600 m2 

(17 sq.ft)
2,032 m2 

(22 sq.ft)
2,252 m2 

(24 sq.ft)
1,227 m2 

(13 sq.ft)
0,792 m2 

(8.5 sq.ft)
0,970 m2 

(10 sq.ft)

FINISH

BEVEL

Maxi ± 1.5 mm - - - - 2 - 2 - - - - - - - -
Mini ± 0.5 mm 4 2 4 2 2 - 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4
Micro ± 0.1 mm - 2 - - - 4 - - - - - - - - -

GLOSS Matt (10) Satin (20) Matt (10) Satin (20) Matt (10) Satin (20) Matt (10) Matt (10) Matt (10) Matt (10) Matt (10) Satin (20) Matt (10) Satin (20)

STRUCTURE Brushed Sealed Brushed Sealed Brushed Sealed Brushed Brushed Brushed Brushed Brushed Sealed Brushed Sealed

Trendy Oaks 

EUROPEAN OAK

PURE
Premium PB101 LB101 DB+101 SWB101 TB+101

Select C20S101

RUSTIC
Rustic Light PB135 C20RL101 E20RL101 R+20RL101 C32RL101

Rustic Intense  C20RI101 E20RI101 R+20RI101 C32RI101

IVORY OAK

PURE
Premium PB102 LB102 DB+102 SWB102 TB+102

Select C20S102

RUSTIC
Rustic Light PB110 DB+110 C20RL102 E20RL102 R+20RL102 C32RL102

Rustic Intense  C20RI102 E20RI102 R+20RI102 C32RI102

UMBER OAK

PURE
Premium PB134 LB134 DB+134

Select C20S134

RUSTIC
Rustic Light PB136 DB+136 C20RL134 E20RL134 R+20RL134 C32RL134

Rustic Intense  C20RI134 E20RI134 R+20RI134 C32RI134

MILK OAK

PURE
Premium PB103 LB103 DB+103  

Select C20S103

RUSTIC
Rustic Light PB137 DB+137 C20RL103 E20RL103 R+20RL103 C32RL103

Rustic Intense  C20RI103 E20RI103 R+20RI103 C32RI103

DESERT OAK

PURE
Premium PB104 LB104 DB+104 SWB104 TB+104

Select C20S104

RUSTIC
Rustic Light PB116 DB+116 C20RL104 E20RL104 R+20RL104 C32RL104

Rustic Intense  C20RI104 E20RI104 R+20RI104 C32RI104

MANHATTAN OAK PURE Premium PB113 LB113 DB+113

ANTIQUE OAK PURE Premium PB106 LB106 DB+106

CHOCOLATE OAK PURE Premium PB108  LB108 DB+108

Supreme Oaks 
CRYSTAL OAK PURE Premium DB+170

CLIFFSIDE OAK PURE Premium DB+171

CANYON OAK PURE Premium DB+172

HISTORY OAK RUSTIC Rustic Intense* DB+173

Character Woods  

SMOKED WALNUT

Premium PS203 LS203 DS+203 SWS203 TS+203

Select C20S203

Rustic C20R203

AFRORMOSIA DB+314

COFFEE BEECH LS204

SUCUPIRA LS303

TEAK LS304 TS+304

SHADOW MACASSAR LS305

ROSEWOOD SANTOS LS306

BAMBOO STEAMED LS307

JATOBA LS308

friendly floors
incl. 

2 mm 
cork

OVERVIEW

*only domestic usage  (EN685 class 23)

NEW 
2018

NEW 
2018

NEW 
2018
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BOARDS PATTERN
top layer 0.6 mm top layer 2 mm top layer 3.2 mm top layer 0.6 mm

        

 

FLOOR BOARD

Dimensions 1203 x 190 mm 
(47.4 x 7.5 inch)

1203 x 124 mm 
(47.4 x 5 inch)

1800 x 166 mm 
(70.9 x 6.5 inch)

1185 x 150 mm 
(46.7 x 6 inch)

1935 x 150 mm 
(76.2 x 6 inch)

1935 x 194 mm 
(76.2 x 7.6 inch)

1184 x 148 mm 
(46.7 x 6 inch)

595 x 121 mm 
(23.4 x 4.8 inch)

868,7 x 124,1 mm 
(34.2 x 5 inch)

Thickness 7.2 mm 
(1/4 inch)

8.3 mm 
(3/8 inch)

12 mm 
(1/2 inch)

10 mm 
(3/8 inch)

10 mm 
(3/8 inch)

12 mm 
(1/2 inch)

14 mm 
(9/16 inch)

10 mm 
(3/8 inch)

12 mm 
(1/2 inch)

Click system Uniclic® Uniclic® Uniclic® Uniclic® Uniclic® Uniclic® Uniclic® Unifit X® Uniclic®

BOX
# boards 11 boards 11 boards 7 boards 9 boards 7 boards 6 boards 7 boards 11 boards 9 boards

Surface 2,514 m2 

(27 sq.ft)
1,641 m2 

(18 sq.ft)
2,092 m2 

(23 sq.ft)
1,600 m2 

(17 sq.ft)
2,032 m2 

(22 sq.ft)
2,252 m2 

(24 sq.ft)
1,227 m2 

(13 sq.ft)
0,792 m2 

(8.5 sq.ft)
0,970 m2 

(10 sq.ft)

FINISH

BEVEL

Maxi ± 1.5 mm - - - - 2 - 2 - - - - - - - -
Mini ± 0.5 mm 4 2 4 2 2 - 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4
Micro ± 0.1 mm - 2 - - - 4 - - - - - - - - -

GLOSS Matt (10) Satin (20) Matt (10) Satin (20) Matt (10) Satin (20) Matt (10) Matt (10) Matt (10) Matt (10) Matt (10) Satin (20) Matt (10) Satin (20)

STRUCTURE Brushed Sealed Brushed Sealed Brushed Sealed Brushed Brushed Brushed Brushed Brushed Sealed Brushed Sealed

Trendy Oaks 

EUROPEAN OAK

PURE
Premium PB101 LB101 DB+101 SWB101 TB+101

Select C20S101

RUSTIC
Rustic Light PB135 C20RL101 E20RL101 R+20RL101 C32RL101

Rustic Intense  C20RI101 E20RI101 R+20RI101 C32RI101

IVORY OAK

PURE
Premium PB102 LB102 DB+102 SWB102 TB+102

Select C20S102

RUSTIC
Rustic Light PB110 DB+110 C20RL102 E20RL102 R+20RL102 C32RL102

Rustic Intense  C20RI102 E20RI102 R+20RI102 C32RI102

UMBER OAK

PURE
Premium PB134 LB134 DB+134

Select C20S134

RUSTIC
Rustic Light PB136 DB+136 C20RL134 E20RL134 R+20RL134 C32RL134

Rustic Intense  C20RI134 E20RI134 R+20RI134 C32RI134

MILK OAK

PURE
Premium PB103 LB103 DB+103  

Select C20S103

RUSTIC
Rustic Light PB137 DB+137 C20RL103 E20RL103 R+20RL103 C32RL103

Rustic Intense  C20RI103 E20RI103 R+20RI103 C32RI103

DESERT OAK

PURE
Premium PB104 LB104 DB+104 SWB104 TB+104

Select C20S104

RUSTIC
Rustic Light PB116 DB+116 C20RL104 E20RL104 R+20RL104 C32RL104

Rustic Intense  C20RI104 E20RI104 R+20RI104 C32RI104

MANHATTAN OAK PURE Premium PB113 LB113 DB+113

ANTIQUE OAK PURE Premium PB106 LB106 DB+106

CHOCOLATE OAK PURE Premium PB108  LB108 DB+108

Supreme Oaks 
CRYSTAL OAK PURE Premium DB+170

CLIFFSIDE OAK PURE Premium DB+171

CANYON OAK PURE Premium DB+172

HISTORY OAK RUSTIC Rustic Intense* DB+173

Character Woods  

SMOKED WALNUT

Premium PS203 LS203 DS+203 SWS203 TS+203

Select C20S203

Rustic C20R203

AFRORMOSIA DB+314

COFFEE BEECH LS204

SUCUPIRA LS303

TEAK LS304 TS+304

SHADOW MACASSAR LS305

ROSEWOOD SANTOS LS306

BAMBOO STEAMED LS307

JATOBA LS308

incl. 
2 mm 
cork

incl. 
2 mm 
cork

NEW 
2018
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Installation instructions can 
be found on each package, 

at www.par-ky.com/en/Downloads or  

by scanning the code with your smartphone.

“Do it yourself” installation  
has never been so easy
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INSTALLATION

Waterproof tape

The floor has to be protected against 
rising damp. To stick our quality underlays 
together, we strongly recommend using 
the tested waterproof tape from Par-ky. 
Only in this way can you protect the 
underside of your floor against dampness.

Which underlay should I choose ?

Use the Par-ky damp-proof foil (150 micron) for floors 
with an integrated cork layer. To prevent subfloor 
dampness damaging your floor, seal the edges together 
with Par-ky waterproof tape. 

For use with

For use with

For use with

A STANDARD solution:
The standard underlay (2 mm - 5/64 inch) consists 
of foam and plastic. The integrated plastic prevents 
dampness from the substrate damaging your floor. 
We recommend sticking the strips together with Par-
ky waterproof tape. 

25 m2 
(269 sq/ft)

per pack

A SOUND-INSULATING SOLUTION:
Par-ky aluminium underlay (3.6 mm - 9/64 inch) reduces reflected 
noise and levels minor dips in the subfloor. Always lay with the 
aluminium side up and seal the edges together with waterproof 
tape. This prevents substrate dampness damaging the floor.

15.07 m2 

(162 sq/ft)
Roll

50 m2 
(528 sq/ft) 

or 20 m2 
(215 sq/ft)
Rolls

Installation set
Installing Par-ky is really very easy. With our installation 
kit you have all the tools you need to install your Par-ky 
floor quickly and without damaging it: spacers to create 
expansion joints, pull bar and tapping block.

friendly floors
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FINISHING

Veneer skirting

1 skirting, 3 heights

The icing on the cake: once your Par-ky floor is installed, you can fit MATCHING WOOD 
SKIRTINGS for that finishing touch. Our trendy skirtings are 8 cm (3-1/8") high but they 
can easily be shortened to 6 cm (2-1/4") or even 2.5 cm (1"). Cut the skirtings to the desired 
height along the grooves. It's up to you to decide.

Veneer skirting dimensions:  
2150 x 80 x 14 mm (84.6 x 3.2 x 9/16 inch)

Paintable skirting 
New in our range is the white 
paintable skirting that provides 
a neat, modern look. What’s 
more, it's also possible to paint 
the skirting along with the wall.

Paintable skirting dimensions: 
2250 x 69 x 12 mm 
(88,6 x 2,7 x 1/2 inch)

Reduced to a height 
of 25 mm (1")

Reduced to a height 
of 60 mm (2-1/4")

Original height 80 mm (3-1/8")

Profiles

3. T-profile1. End profile 2. Reducer profile

Everyone will appreciate our 3-in-1 profile  
that's available in the 21 Par-ky designs. 

Really handy for: 
1. End profile (jointless horizontal finish) 
2. Reducer profile (to bridge the gap with a lower floor) 
3. T-profile (expansion profile).

Dimensions profile: 2150 x 47 x 11 mm (84.6 x 1.9 x 7/16 inch)

A. Wooden profile (domestic use)
1 profile, 3 applications

Connecting profile End profile

B. Aluminium profiles (intensive use) 
2 profiles

Par-ky has developed aluminium profiles for each oak reference.  
These profiles are much stronger than the wooden variant and  
are therefore recommended for intensive use.

Dimensions profile:  
- Connecting profile 900 x 38 mm (35.4 x 1.5 inch) 
- End profile 2700 x 30 mm (106.3 x 1.2 inch)

Smart tools for 
that perfect finish
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To clean your Par-ky floor without damaging the lacquer, we recommend to use our Par-ky cleaner.  
This was specially developed to remove dirt while protecting the wood.

Wood Floor 
Cleaner

1000 ml (33.8 oz.)

The cleaner must be  
diluted with water. 
Clean using a damp cloth.

Ready to use  
Wood Floor Cleaner

500 ml spray (16.9 oz.)

Handy to use, you can apply  
this directly onto the floor  
or the mop.

Repair pens
Small scratches can easily be repaired. Boxes are available with 1 or 2 pens,  
depending on the shade of your Par-ky floor. After the repair,  
dirt can no longer get into the scratch.

The instructions for use are available at www.par-ky.com/en/Downloads.

Repair wax 
A small hole, quickly fixed. Par-ky has developed a repair wax for deeper holes. This allows 
holes that extend through the varnish to be repaired, thereby protecting the floor against the 
ingress of moisture.

The repair wax kit contains 7 wax blocks, a melting knife and a spatula. The instructions can 
be found on the packaging or at www.par-ky.com/en/Downloads.

More extensive damage, no disaster
In case of larger damage, you can easily replace a floorboard in the middle of the floor with 
the Par-ky bulldog thanks to the Uniclic® joining system.  
Consult your dealer.

Instructions and a handy film clip can be found at www.par-ky.com/en/Downloads,  
click on Bulldog video and Bulldog instructions for more information.

MAINTENANCE

Keep your floor in  
good condition
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friendly floors

TEST METHOD  brushed  sealed  brushed  sealed  brushed sealed  brushed  brushed  brushed  brushed  brushed  sealed  brushed  sealed

Wood veneer floor covering EN14354/EN14352   

Domestic usage classification EN685 Class 23 Class 23 Class 23 Class 22 Class 22 Class 22 Class 23 Class 23 Class 23

Commercial usage classification EN685 Class 31 Class 31 Class 31 Class 31 Class 31 Class 31 Class 31 Class 31 Class 31

Warranty DECOSPAN nv 15 years 20 years 15 years 20 years 15 years 20 years 15 years 15 years 15 years 15 years 15 years 20 years 15 years 20 years

CE certification EN14342 EN14342:2013 EN14342:2013 EN14342:2013 EN14342:2005+A1:2008 EN14342:2005+A1:2008 EN14342:2005+A1:2008 EN14342:2005+A1:2008 EN14342:2013 EN14342:2013

Dop Nr. 14001 14002 15001 15010 15011 15012 15013 18001 14009

GENERAL 
PROPERTIES

Moisture content EN322 ≤6 % ≤6 % ≤6 % ≤9 % ≤9 % ≤9 % ≤9 % ≤6 % ≤6 %

Dimensions of floor boards EN14354 1203 x 190 x 7,2 mm 1203 x 124 x 8,3 mm 1800 x 166 x 12 mm 1185 x 150 x 10 mm 1935 x 150 x 10 mm 1935 x 194 x 12 mm 1184 x 148 x 14 mm 595 x 121 x 10 mm 868,7 x 124 x 12 mm

Thickness of the top layer EN14354 0.6 mm 0.6 mm 0.6 mm 2 mm 2 mm 2 mm 3.2 mm 0.6 mm 0.6 mm

Deviation of thickness EN14354 ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm

Deviation of squareness EN324-2 ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm

Cup in width direction EN14354 ≤0,2 % ≤0,2 % ≤0,2 % ≤1 % ≤1 % ≤1 % ≤1 % ≤0,2 % ≤0,2 %

Flatness deviation 4 % 4 % 3 % 4 % 4 % 4 % 4 % 3 % 3 %

Internal bond EN319 >1,4 N/mm2 >1,4 N/mm2 >1,3 N/mm2 >1,3 N/mm2 >1,3 N/mm2 >1,3 N/mm2 >1,3 N/mm2 >1,3 N/mm2 >1,3 N/mm2

Veneer glueing adhesion EN204/205 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2

Mechanical connection system Uniclic system Uniclic system Uniclic system Uniclic system Uniclic system Uniclic system Uniclic system Unifit X system Uniclic system

Opening between elements EN14354 ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm

Tensile strength on short end ISO24334 500 kg/lm 550 kg/lm 625 kg/lm 450 kg/lm 600 kg/lm

Density EN323/EN672 >900 kg/m3 >900 kg/m3 >850 kg/m3 >850 kg/m3 >850 kg/m3 >850 kg/m3 >850 kg/m3 >850 kg/m3 >850 kg/m3

Weight/sqm 7 kg 8 kg 10 kg 8 kg 8 kg 10 kg 12 kg 7 kg 10 kg

CLASSIFICATIONS 
 PROPERTIES

Thickness distension EN 13329 annex G ≤8 % ≤8 % ≤10 % ≤8 % ≤8 % ≤8 % ≤8 % ≤10 % ≤10 %

Resistance to indentation EN 1534 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥30 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥30 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥30 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥30 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥30 N/mm2

Resistance to abrasion EN 14354//EN112,73.XX >3000 rev. >5000 rev. >3000 rev. >5000 rev. >3000 rev. >5000 rev. >3000 rev. >3000 rev. >3000 rev. >3000 rev. >3000 rev. >5000 rev. >3000 rev. >5000 rev.

Impact resistance EN 438-2.21EC2 >1200 (EC2) >1200 (EC2) >1200 (EC2) >1200 (EC2) >1200 (EC2)

Adhesion of the lacquer EN ISO 2409 class <2 class <2 class <2 class <2 class <2 class <2 class <2 class <2 class <2

Resistance to chemical agents EN 423/part 2 grade 4* grade 4* grade 4* grade 4* grade 4* grade 4* grade 4* grade 4* grade 4*

ADDITIONAL  
PROPERTIES

Appearance of the lacquer EN 438/2-5 ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok

Gloss EN 2813 matt 10% (+/-5) satin 20% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) satin 20% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) satin 20% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) satin 20% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) satin 20% (+/-5)

Hardness of the lacquer DIN 53154 3 Newton 3 Newton 3 Newton 2 Newton 2 Newton 2 Newton 2 Newton 3 Newton 3 Newton

Residual indentation EN 433 <0,05 mm <0,05 mm <0,05 mm <0,05 mm <0,05 mm <0,05 mm <0,05 mm <0,05 mm <0,05 mm

Impact resistance acc. to Wegner EN 438-2/11 >5 Newton >8 Newton >5 Newton >8 Newton >5 Newton >8 Newton >2,5 Newton >2,5 Newton >2,5 Newton >2,5 Newton >5 Newton >8 Newton >5 Newton >8 Newton

Elasticity of the lacquer CEN/TC112 (Brinell) 2 Hb 2 Hb 2 Hb 2 Hb 2 Hb 2 Hb 2 Hb 2 Hb 2 Hb

Colour fastness EN 105-B02 grade >6 grade >6 grade >6 grade >6 grade >6 grade >6 grade >6 grade >6 grade >6

Castor chair resistance EN 425 no visible change no visible change no visible change no visible change no visible change

Burning cigarette EN 438-2/30 Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3**

Underfloor heating/cooling ok ok ok ok but glued ok but glued ok but glued ok but glued ok ok

Thermal resistance EN 12667 0,043 m2K/W 0,0493 m2K/W 0,0820 m2K/W 0,07 m2K/W 0,07 m2K/W 0,0999 m2K/W 0,08 m2K/W 0,07 m2K/W 0,0820 m2K/W

Thermal conduction EN 12667 0,230 W/mK 0,203 W/mK 0,122 W/mK 0,15 W/mK 0,15 W/mK 0,12 W/mK 0,18 W/mK 0,15 W/mK 0,122 W/mK

Step sound NF S 31-074 class D (85 db) class D (85 db) class D (85 db) class D (85 db) class D (85 db)

Acoustic improvement EN 140-8/EN717-2(Ln,w) 65 dB 65 dB 64 dB 65 dB 64 dB

Reduction of sound impact EN 140-8/EN717-2 (∆Lw) 15 dB 15 dB 15 dB 15 dB 15 dB

Antistatic performance EN 1815 < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic)

Biological durability EN 335-1/EN335-2 Class 1 Class 1 Class 1 Class 1 Class 1 Class 1 Class 1 Class 1 Class 1

Well-managed forests FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional)

Resistance to termites good good good good good good good good good

Resistance to bacteria Ultrafresh Ultrafresh Ultrafresh Ultrafresh Ultrafresh Ultrafresh Ultrafresh Ultrafresh Ultrafresh

Recycling ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok

SAFETY  
PROPERTIES

VOC loss EN 664 <2,1 % <2,1 % <2,1 % <2,1 % <2,1 % <2,1 % <2,1 % <2,1 % <2,1 %

VOC loss French legislation ISO16000 A A A A+ A+ A+ A+ A A

Formaldehyde emission E1 (EN 717-1) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm)

Formaldehyde emission E1 (EN 717-2) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) 

Formaldehyde emission ASTM E 1333-96 CARB 2 CARB 2 CARB 2 CARB 2 CARB 2

Exudation of plasticizers EN 665 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 %

PCP (pentachlorophenol) CEN/TR 14823 PCP  free PCP  free PCP  free PCP  free PCP  free PCP  free PCP  free PCP  free PCP  free

Burning cigarette EN 438-2/30 Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3**

Fire reaction and smoke generation EN 13501-1 Class Cfl s1 (On demand Bfl s1) Class Bfl s1 Class Cfl s1 (On demand Bfl s1) Class Dfl s1 Class Dfl s1 Class Dfl s1 Class Dfl s1 Class Cfl s1 (On demand Bfl s1) Class Cfl s1 (On demand Bfl s1)

Slip resistance (dry conditions) DIN 51131 Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average)

Slip resistance (wet conditions) EN 1339 (pendule) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV)
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* 1=surface destruction, 5=no visibel changes / ** class 3 = moderate change of gloss level and/or moderate brown spot

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TEST METHOD  brushed  sealed  brushed  sealed  brushed sealed  brushed  brushed  brushed  brushed  brushed  sealed  brushed  sealed

Wood veneer floor covering EN14354/EN14352   

Domestic usage classification EN685 Class 23 Class 23 Class 23 Class 22 Class 22 Class 22 Class 23 Class 23 Class 23

Commercial usage classification EN685 Class 31 Class 31 Class 31 Class 31 Class 31 Class 31 Class 31 Class 31 Class 31

Warranty DECOSPAN nv 15 years 20 years 15 years 20 years 15 years 20 years 15 years 15 years 15 years 15 years 15 years 20 years 15 years 20 years

CE certification EN14342 EN14342:2013 EN14342:2013 EN14342:2013 EN14342:2005+A1:2008 EN14342:2005+A1:2008 EN14342:2005+A1:2008 EN14342:2005+A1:2008 EN14342:2013 EN14342:2013

Dop Nr. 14001 14002 15001 15010 15011 15012 15013 18001 14009

GENERAL 
PROPERTIES

Moisture content EN322 ≤6 % ≤6 % ≤6 % ≤9 % ≤9 % ≤9 % ≤9 % ≤6 % ≤6 %

Dimensions of floor boards EN14354 1203 x 190 x 7,2 mm 1203 x 124 x 8,3 mm 1800 x 166 x 12 mm 1185 x 150 x 10 mm 1935 x 150 x 10 mm 1935 x 194 x 12 mm 1184 x 148 x 14 mm 595 x 121 x 10 mm 868,7 x 124 x 12 mm

Thickness of the top layer EN14354 0.6 mm 0.6 mm 0.6 mm 2 mm 2 mm 2 mm 3.2 mm 0.6 mm 0.6 mm

Deviation of thickness EN14354 ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm ≤0,5 mm

Deviation of squareness EN324-2 ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm

Cup in width direction EN14354 ≤0,2 % ≤0,2 % ≤0,2 % ≤1 % ≤1 % ≤1 % ≤1 % ≤0,2 % ≤0,2 %

Flatness deviation 4 % 4 % 3 % 4 % 4 % 4 % 4 % 3 % 3 %

Internal bond EN319 >1,4 N/mm2 >1,4 N/mm2 >1,3 N/mm2 >1,3 N/mm2 >1,3 N/mm2 >1,3 N/mm2 >1,3 N/mm2 >1,3 N/mm2 >1,3 N/mm2

Veneer glueing adhesion EN204/205 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2 ≥1 N/mm2

Mechanical connection system Uniclic system Uniclic system Uniclic system Uniclic system Uniclic system Uniclic system Uniclic system Unifit X system Uniclic system

Opening between elements EN14354 ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm ≤0,2 mm

Tensile strength on short end ISO24334 500 kg/lm 550 kg/lm 625 kg/lm 450 kg/lm 600 kg/lm

Density EN323/EN672 >900 kg/m3 >900 kg/m3 >850 kg/m3 >850 kg/m3 >850 kg/m3 >850 kg/m3 >850 kg/m3 >850 kg/m3 >850 kg/m3

Weight/sqm 7 kg 8 kg 10 kg 8 kg 8 kg 10 kg 12 kg 7 kg 10 kg

CLASSIFICATIONS 
 PROPERTIES

Thickness distension EN 13329 annex G ≤8 % ≤8 % ≤10 % ≤8 % ≤8 % ≤8 % ≤8 % ≤10 % ≤10 %

Resistance to indentation EN 1534 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥30 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥30 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥30 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥30 N/mm2 ≥20 N/mm2 ≥30 N/mm2

Resistance to abrasion EN 14354//EN112,73.XX >3000 rev. >5000 rev. >3000 rev. >5000 rev. >3000 rev. >5000 rev. >3000 rev. >3000 rev. >3000 rev. >3000 rev. >3000 rev. >5000 rev. >3000 rev. >5000 rev.

Impact resistance EN 438-2.21EC2 >1200 (EC2) >1200 (EC2) >1200 (EC2) >1200 (EC2) >1200 (EC2)

Adhesion of the lacquer EN ISO 2409 class <2 class <2 class <2 class <2 class <2 class <2 class <2 class <2 class <2

Resistance to chemical agents EN 423/part 2 grade 4* grade 4* grade 4* grade 4* grade 4* grade 4* grade 4* grade 4* grade 4*

ADDITIONAL  
PROPERTIES

Appearance of the lacquer EN 438/2-5 ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok

Gloss EN 2813 matt 10% (+/-5) satin 20% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) satin 20% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) satin 20% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) satin 20% (+/-5) matt 10% (+/-5) satin 20% (+/-5)

Hardness of the lacquer DIN 53154 3 Newton 3 Newton 3 Newton 2 Newton 2 Newton 2 Newton 2 Newton 3 Newton 3 Newton

Residual indentation EN 433 <0,05 mm <0,05 mm <0,05 mm <0,05 mm <0,05 mm <0,05 mm <0,05 mm <0,05 mm <0,05 mm

Impact resistance acc. to Wegner EN 438-2/11 >5 Newton >8 Newton >5 Newton >8 Newton >5 Newton >8 Newton >2,5 Newton >2,5 Newton >2,5 Newton >2,5 Newton >5 Newton >8 Newton >5 Newton >8 Newton

Elasticity of the lacquer CEN/TC112 (Brinell) 2 Hb 2 Hb 2 Hb 2 Hb 2 Hb 2 Hb 2 Hb 2 Hb 2 Hb

Colour fastness EN 105-B02 grade >6 grade >6 grade >6 grade >6 grade >6 grade >6 grade >6 grade >6 grade >6

Castor chair resistance EN 425 no visible change no visible change no visible change no visible change no visible change

Burning cigarette EN 438-2/30 Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3**

Underfloor heating/cooling ok ok ok ok but glued ok but glued ok but glued ok but glued ok ok

Thermal resistance EN 12667 0,043 m2K/W 0,0493 m2K/W 0,0820 m2K/W 0,07 m2K/W 0,07 m2K/W 0,0999 m2K/W 0,08 m2K/W 0,07 m2K/W 0,0820 m2K/W

Thermal conduction EN 12667 0,230 W/mK 0,203 W/mK 0,122 W/mK 0,15 W/mK 0,15 W/mK 0,12 W/mK 0,18 W/mK 0,15 W/mK 0,122 W/mK

Step sound NF S 31-074 class D (85 db) class D (85 db) class D (85 db) class D (85 db) class D (85 db)

Acoustic improvement EN 140-8/EN717-2(Ln,w) 65 dB 65 dB 64 dB 65 dB 64 dB

Reduction of sound impact EN 140-8/EN717-2 (∆Lw) 15 dB 15 dB 15 dB 15 dB 15 dB

Antistatic performance EN 1815 < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic) < 2 kV (antistatic)

Biological durability EN 335-1/EN335-2 Class 1 Class 1 Class 1 Class 1 Class 1 Class 1 Class 1 Class 1 Class 1

Well-managed forests FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional) FSC certified (optional)

Resistance to termites good good good good good good good good good

Resistance to bacteria Ultrafresh Ultrafresh Ultrafresh Ultrafresh Ultrafresh Ultrafresh Ultrafresh Ultrafresh Ultrafresh

Recycling ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok

SAFETY  
PROPERTIES

VOC loss EN 664 <2,1 % <2,1 % <2,1 % <2,1 % <2,1 % <2,1 % <2,1 % <2,1 % <2,1 %

VOC loss French legislation ISO16000 A A A A+ A+ A+ A+ A A

Formaldehyde emission E1 (EN 717-1) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm) Class E1 (<0,13 ppm)

Formaldehyde emission E1 (EN 717-2) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) Class E1 (<3,5 mg/m3h) 

Formaldehyde emission ASTM E 1333-96 CARB 2 CARB 2 CARB 2 CARB 2 CARB 2

Exudation of plasticizers EN 665 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 %

PCP (pentachlorophenol) CEN/TR 14823 PCP  free PCP  free PCP  free PCP  free PCP  free PCP  free PCP  free PCP  free PCP  free

Burning cigarette EN 438-2/30 Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3** Class 3**

Fire reaction and smoke generation EN 13501-1 Class Cfl s1 (On demand Bfl s1) Class Bfl s1 Class Cfl s1 (On demand Bfl s1) Class Dfl s1 Class Dfl s1 Class Dfl s1 Class Dfl s1 Class Cfl s1 (On demand Bfl s1) Class Cfl s1 (On demand Bfl s1)

Slip resistance (dry conditions) DIN 51131 Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average) Class R11 (average)

Slip resistance (wet conditions) EN 1339 (pendule) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV) Class ≥15 (USRV)
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friendly floors

Would you like to see the quality of Par-ky with your own eyes 
and feel the natural warmth of the wood? Are you unable to 
choose between the different varieties of wood and colours? 
Then we’ll happily help you with your choice! Our distributors 
have all the necessary knowledge and their stores are 
equipped with a display containing up-to-date samples.  
This will make choosing your dream floor quick and easy.

You can find your nearest st
ore at  

www.par-ky.com/en/Dealers or by scanning t
his 

code with your smartphone.

We’ll help you out in 
making the right choice.

MADE IN 
BELGIUM


